IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT KITS

Presented by: Safe and Civil Schools
Dates: On-demand
Time: On-demand
Audience: bus drivers, transportation supervisors
Capacity: Can be used by an individual, or with any sized group
Cost: Free (Training CDs and DVDs provided to each district)
Location: Individual districts (supplemental resources online http://www.ksdetasn.org/cms/index.php/esi-resources

Description:
In the Driver’s Seat is a comprehensive multimedia program that guides transportation departments in creating and maintaining a safe, responsible, and positive school bus climate through effective student behavior management. With this program, you will receive three components:

- **Bus Driver Program CD**—Five interactive CDs, each containing a self-guided curriculum to teach your drivers effective and positive behavior management techniques.
- **Transportation Supervisor Program CD**—One CD containing materials to assist transportation administrators in implementing the driver training program.
- **Group Lessons DVD for Drivers**—One interactive DVD containing curriculum that a transportation supervisor or driver trainer may use to facilitate training in a group setting. Lesson plans are included.

All three of these components include video narration and demonstrations of effective strategies to prevent and correct misbehaviors.

Please watch the video message from Randy Sprick with a short explanation of the Bus Driver program and extends a personal thank you to all Kansas bus drivers.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWM4HIGuO4&feature=youtu.be

Additional resources are also located under the “Transportation” on this site:
http://www.ksdetasn.org/cms/index.php/esi-resources
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